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Pressure-induced structural transition in copper pyrazine dinitrate
and implications for quantum magnetism
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We combined synchrotron-based infrared and Raman spectroscopies, diamond anvil cell techniques, and
first principles calculations to unveil pressure-induced distortions in quasi-one-dimensional Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 . The
crossover at 0.7 GPa is local in nature whereas the transition at 5 GPa lowers symmetry from P mna to P 2221 and
is predicted to slightly increase magnetic dimensionality. Comparison with prior magnetoinfrared results reveals
the striking role of out-of-plane bending of the pyrazine ligand, a finding that we discuss in terms of the possibility
of using pressure to bias the magnetic quantum critical transition in this classic S = 1/2 antiferromagnet.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.104409

One of the fundamental challenges in functional magnetism
is to understand quantum phase transitions, a classic example
of which is the crossover from the antiferromagnetic to
the fully polarized state [1–5]. Standard approaches to this
problem often take advantage of molecule-based magnetic
materials which are well known to display overall low energy
scales, complex phase diagrams due to competing interactions,
and soft lattices [6–11]. One consequence is that small perturbations by an external stimulus can drive out-sized property
changes. Copper pyrazine dinitrate, Cu(C4 N2 H4 )(NO3 )2 or
Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 , is a superb physical realization of an S =
1/2 quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnet, and as such, it
has provided a platform for foundational investigations of
quantum magnetism including magnetic quantum critical transitions, Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid behavior, and geometric
frustration [12–21]. While copper pyrazine dinitrate has been
widely studied over a range of temperatures and magnetic
fields [18–25], almost nothing is known about the properties
under pressure [26] despite evidence for spin-lattice coupling
in applied magnetic field [21]. As we will show, this is because
the critical pressure of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 is much higher than
previously anticipated [26].
In this paper, we bring together synchrotron-based infrared
and Raman spectroscopies, diamond anvil cell techniques,
and complementary first principles calculations to unveil
spin-lattice coupling in Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 under compression.
We find critical pressures near 0.7 and 5 GPa that are related
to nitrate group distortions and reduction of overall crystal
symmetry from Pmna to P2221 , respectively. The vibrational
response of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 under compression also provides
an opportunity to make a detailed comparison with prior
magnetoinfrared spectra [21] which reveal local lattice distortions through the quantum phase transition. Strikingly,
we find that the out-of-plane pyrazine bending modes that
redshift in applied magnetic field are a subset of those that
break symmetry under pressure. This commonality provides
enhanced opportunities for tuning the properties of this classic
S = 1/2 antiferromagnet. Although spin-lattice mixing is
most easily investigated in soft, low energy scale materials
like Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 , similar energy transfer mechanisms are
relevant in higher energy scale compounds.
2469-9950/2016/93(10)/104409(5)

Needle-shaped crystals of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 were grown
as described previously [13]. A polycrystalline sample was
loaded into a diamond anvil cell [Fig. 1(a)] either neat
or with a pressure medium [27] and an annealed ruby
ball [28]. Infrared measurements (100–4000 cm−1 ; 1 cm−1
resolution, 300 K) employed the high brightness beam at the
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National
Laboratory [29]. Raman scattering (20–3260 cm−1 ; 0.5 cm−1
resolution, 300 K) was carried out with λ = 532 nm
at <1 mW power. For both infrared and Raman spectra,
compression is reversible within our sensitivity. Calculations
of phase stability and lattice dynamics were carried out with
spin-polarized density functional theory with the generalized
gradient approximation [30] using the projector augmented
wave method [31–33].
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) displays a close-up view of the
low frequency infrared spectra of copper pyrazine dinitrate
under compression [33]. We track the mode frequencies versus
pressure to identify structural transitions as indicated by
mode splitting, abrupt frequency shifts, and the appearance or
disappearance of various peaks. Examination of the frequency
versus pressure trends [Fig. 1(h)] reveals two different transitions. The crossover at 0.7 GPa, designated here as PC,1 , is
marked by the separation of the two nearly degenerate modes at
338 and 340 cm−1 that we assign as Cu-NO3 counter-rotations
and Cu-NO3 shearing, respectively [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)] [34].
The former has little interchain motion while the latter is
a superior probe of interchain interactions. As pressure is
applied the chains are forced together until the nitrate groups
between the chains eventually come close together around
PC,1 , hindering their interchain displacement. This explains
why the upper branch hardens strongly (≈11 cm−1 /GPa)
whereas the lower branch is nearly unaffected.
Since the pyrazine rings are not involved in this transition,
it should be anticipated that the magnetic properties will
be unaffected. Indeed, susceptibility measurements up to
1.16 GPa show no sign of a crossover or change in exchange
anisotropy [26]. This is quite different from other moleculebased magnets such as Co[N(CN)2 ]2 [35] and CuF2 (H2 O)2 (3chloropyridine) [36] that display pressure-induced magnetic
crossovers near 1 GPa. The difference is due to the magnetic
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the diamond anvil cell used for high pressure vibrational spectroscopy, with the ambient condition
structure of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 inset between the diamonds. (b),(c) Infrared and (d) Raman spectra under compression and upon release of pressure.
Scale bars are included for clarity, and line colors represent different or coexistence of phases. Displacement patterns for the (e),(f) nitrate
group modes involved in the 0.7 GPa crossover, and (g) representative out-of-plane pyrazine mode. (h),(i) Frequency versus pressure for the
vibrational modes seen in (b)–(d). The gray vertical bands indicate transition regions.

orbitals pointing along the chain direction in Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2
which is not modified through PC,1 . At the same time,
examination of the C-H stretching modes (not shown) reveals
no evidence for strengthened hydrogen bonding between the
nitrate groups and pyrazine rings, so the rings must be rotating
in order to allow the nitrate groups in the neighboring chains
to move closer. A small ring rotation may explain the slight
decrease in magnetic susceptibility above 0.75 GPa [9,26]. No
other infrared- or Raman-active vibrational modes are significantly modified through PC,1 indicating that this crossover
involves only nitrate groups and is local in nature.
Things are different at higher pressure where a second,
more gradual process occurs between 3.5 and 6.5 GPa.
This transition, henceforth called the 5 GPa transition and
designated as PC,2 , is broader and associated with phase
coexistence [33]. It also involves modes throughout the
infrared and Raman spectra—consistent with a space group
modification. For instance, nitrate group symmetry is reduced

through this transition, as the 340 cm−1 Cu-NO3 shearing
mode is blocked and new modes appear [Fig. 1(h)]. The
pyrazine ring is also strongly affected as exemplified by the
out-of-plane C-H bending mode behavior [Figs. 1(d) and 1(g)].
Overall there are more pyrazine-related vibrational modes
observed in the high pressure phase, indicative of lower
symmetry due to ring buckling. Cycling tests reveal that spectra
before and after compression match very well demonstrating
that these local lattice distortions are fully reversible when
released from 9 GPa.
The crystal structure above PC,2 will naturally be a subgroup
of the ambient pressure P mna space group [37]. Since
the pyrazine ring (which is aligned along a) buckles under
compression, the symmetry along this axis should be lowered.
The most likely subgroup candidates are P nc2 and P 2221 as
they have reduced a-axis symmetry compared to P mna. In
order to distinguish between these possibilities, we analyzed
peak splitting as a function of pressure with particular focus
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FIG. 2. (a) Relative enthalpy (H = E + PV) and (b) unit cell volume of the ambient P mna and high pressure P 2221 phases as a function
of pressure. Insets in (a) are calculated magnetic isosurfaces where red and blue surfaces represent spin up and spin down states, respectively.
The high pressure state is still a collinear antiferromagnet. The inset in (b) is the calculated high pressure distortions of the pyrazine ring in the
indicated directions. (c) Predicted crystal structure of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 in the P 2221 space group at 10 GPa.

on pyrazine ring and nitrate group behavior. The out-of-plane
pyrazine ring distortions through PC,2 clearly break symmetry
along the a axis. The nitrate group also displays a new
splitting pattern across the structural transition, as mentioned
above. Inspection of the correlation table reveals that P nc2
requires only symmetry lowering along a whereas P 2221
requires reduced symmetry in all three directions. The latter is
therefore the more likely subgroup for the high pressure phase
of Cu(pyz)2 (NO3 )2 .
For additional tests of phase stability across the pressuredriven structural transition, we constructed models of several
different phases of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 and performed structural
optimizations at various pressures to determine unit cell
enthalpy, volume, and magnetic properties [33]. These calculations uncover two stable phases: P mna and P 2221 . As shown
in Fig. 2(a), the enthalpy of the P mna structure is lower than
that of P 2221 at modest pressures, whereas P 2221 becomes
more stable above ≈4.5 GPa. This transition pressure agrees
very well with the experimentally determined PC,2 near 5 GPa.
Volume trends [Fig. 2(b)] are also consistent with a transition
to P 2221 under compression. The predicted crystal structure
in the high pressure P 2221 phase is shown in Fig. 2(c). Here,
the chains shift ≈0.5 Å along the a axis, with neighboring
chains moving in opposite directions. This brings the NO3
groups closer together and forces them to bend out of plane
[Fig. 2(c)], reducing symmetry in the bc plane. The pyrazine
rings also display permanent out-of-plane distortions as shown
in the inset of panel (b), although they are modest compared
to the NO3 bending. This leads to a symmetry reduction of the
ring and thereby the a axis. The rings also have a small rotation
about a, in line with the absence of strengthened hydrogen
bonding under pressure.
Assuming that ring distortions and magnetic property
changes are commensurate, we anticipate that the magnetic properties of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 will start to change
only around 5 GPa. The pressure-induced out-of-plane ring
distortions modify bond lengths and angles altering the
magnetic orbital overlap and reducing J as t 2 /U [21,38]
which, in turn, is expected to weaken intrachain antiferro-

magnetic ordering. Pressure effects on interchain coupling
are, however, still unknown—although decreasing volume
generally favors improved exchange interactions. That said,
the absence of improved interchain hydrogen bonding under pressure rules out any hydrogen bonding-driven magnetic exchange network dimensionality crossover of the
type seen in CuF2 (H2 O)2 (pyrazine) [26] or CuF2 (H2 O)2 (3chloropyridine) [36]—at least in this pressure regime. We
therefore conclude that the overall trend in the 107 mK
ordering temperature in Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 [19] will depend upon
the relative importance of ring distortion vs volume effects.
As a point of comparison, we note that pressure elevates TN
and TC in several other molecule-based materials [35,39–41],
although TN decreases in Cu(pyz)2 (ClO4 )2 [42]. In order to
support these hypotheses, we used the calculated high pressure
structure to predict the magnetic properties of the P 2221 phase.
We find similar antiferromagnetic character as evidenced by
the out-of-phase spin density pattern [insets, Fig. 2(a)].
One of the major advantages of materials like
Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 is their overall low energy scales compared
to cuprates. From the magnetic properties point of view,
these compounds can be saturated in experimentally available
magnetic fields [6,43,44], providing a superb platform for the
study of quantum phase transitions. Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 is well
known to display a magnetic quantum critical transition at
15 T [18]. Here, applied field drives an antiferromagnetic →
fully polarized state transition that is facilitated by spin-lattice
interactions (which lower JAF M and help to stabilize the fully
polarized state) [21,45].
What links the high pressure work presented here with prior
magnetoinfrared spectroscopy [21] is the fact that the modes
which couple to the field-driven quantum critical transition are
the same out-of-plane pyrazine bends that are involved in the
5 GPa structural transition. Figure 3 summarizes this behavior.
This similarity is interesting because of the different coupling
mechanisms: Pressure acts directly on bond lengths and angles
to tune magnetism [38] whereas spin-lattice coupling across
the magnetic quantum critical transition relies on spin-orbit
effects to link structure and magnetism. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
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FIG. 3.
Close-up views of the infrared response of
Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 in the vicinity of the infrared-active pyrazine ring
out-of-plane distortion modes. Panel (a) summarizes the magnetic
field-driven changes in these modes (reproduced from Ref. [21]),
and (b) brings together complementary high pressure spectra. The
conditions for each spectrum are indicated by labels with matching
colors.

Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 . It is well known that the pyrazine ring
mediates magnetic exchange between copper centers [18], so
there may be interesting opportunities to link the mechanisms
of magnetic field and pressure driven transitions in this
S = 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The commonality of key
displacement patterns under different types of physical tuning,
revealed here in copper pyrazine dinitrate, may be present
in other molecule-based materials and is associated with the
presence of soft ligands that act as superexchange pathways.
In fact, recent work by Ghannadzadeh et al. demonstrates that
magnetic dimensionality and even the critical field is tunable
under pressure in a chemically-similar molecule-based magnet
that also incorporates pyrazine ligands [26]. This suggests that
pressure may be able to bias the quantum phase transition in
Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 as well.
In summary, we measured the vibrational properties of
copper pyrazine dinitrate up to 9 GPa in order to explore
local lattice distortions in a quasi-one-dimensional S = 1/2
quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The structural transition
centered at PC,2 = 5 GPa results in a lower symmetry
space group (P 2221 ) under pressure. The energy scale for
magnetic property changes is therefore much higher than
previously explored. At the same time, comparison of the
behavior of the pyrazine out-of-plane distortion modes under
pressure to that under magnetic field reveals that incorporating soft ligands as magnetic superexchange pathways
can lead to enhanced tunability. In addition to advancing
the understanding of spin-lattice coupling in molecule-based
materials, this paper emphasizes the advantage of combining
pressure and magnetic field to bias the properties of quantum
magnets.

the out-of-plane bending modes soften through the 15 T
transition. The size of this simple redshift follows the square
of the magnetization [21] – a clear signature of spin-lattice
coupling. Pressure is different. The N out-of-plane bending
mode near 490 cm−1 splits under pressure, with one branch
diminishing while the other grows. Moreover, the cluster of
peaks centered near 810 cm−1 (assigned as H out-of-plane
bends on the ring) blueshift and split into a fivefold multiplet.
We conclude that while softening of the out-of-plane ring
bends under applied field is small, symmetry is significantly
lowered under compression.
What is fascinating is that both types of external stimuli modulate the out-of-plane pyrazine displacements in
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Ambient condition vibrational response
Copper pyrazine dinitrate, or Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 , displays a rich infrared spectrum (Fig. S1
(a)) with over 100 vibrational features including fundamental, combination, and overtone
modes [S1, S2]. The same is true for the Raman spectrum (Fig. S1 (b)), although it has
not been previously reported. We therefore provide mode assignments for both the infraredand Raman-active fundamental modes (Tables S1 and S2, respectively). We limited our
high pressure spectra to ∼3200 cm−1 in order to avoid the overtone and combination modes,
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FIG. S1: Ambient condition (a) infrared and (b) Raman spectra of copper pyrazine dinitrate.
Regions corresponding to diamond absorption or displaying no features are omitted for simplicity.
Scale bars are included for clarity.
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TABLE S1: Assignment of the infrared modes for Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 at ambient conditions.
Frequency (cm−1 )

Mode displacement pattern

95

Cu motion with in-plane pyz and NO3 counter-rotations

135

Cu motion along a with NO3 in-phase, out-of-plane rocking about outermost O

200

Cu motion with pyz in-plane rotation with in-plane Cu-NO3 rotation

225

Cu motion along a axis

338

Cu-NO3 in-plane counter-rotation

340

Cu-NO3 shearing

494

pyz out-of-plane N displacement

752, 805, 813, 822

pyz out-of-plane C-H wags

1016 - 1165

pyz in-plane bends, stretches

1282

NO3 group N in-plane motion

1381, 1425, 1428

pyz in-plane C-H wags

1488

pyz out-of-plane C-H wag

1519

pyz C=C-N asymmetric stretch

2951 - 3135

C-H stretches

TABLE S2: Assignment of the Raman modes for Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2 at ambient conditions.
Frequency (cm−1 )

Mode displacement pattern

48

Cu motion with pyz flapping

74

pyz twist about a axis

98

out-of-phase, out-of-plane NO3 rocking about outermost O

127

NO3 out-of-plane rotation

207

pyz out-of-plane rotation

248

(NO3 )-Cu-(NO3 ) symmetric stretch, no Cu motion

260

(NO3 ) in-plane rotation

681, 692, 705, 747

pyz out-of-plane C-H wags

1013, 1043

pyz in-plane bends, stretches

1218, 1479

pyz out-of-plane C-H wag

1523

symmetric C=N=C stretch

1533

asymmetric C=N=C stretch

1614, 1618

pyz N displacement

3087, 3098

C-H stretch

Low frequency modes
While the ligand modes discussed in the main text reveal local lattice distortions through
the 0.7 and 5 GPa transitions, the low frequency modes (Fig. S2) are also important. These
modes show no changes through the 0.7 GPa transition, confirming that it involves only the
nitrate groups. We caution that the infrared mode near 100 cm−1 is not appearing at PC,1 but
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FIG. S2: Close-up view of the low frequency (a) infrared and (c) Raman spectra of Cu(pyz)(NO3 )2
under compression. Pressures are indicated, scale bars are included for clarity, and line colors
correspond to different or coexisting phases. Red corresponds to the ambient P mna structure,
blue represents the structure above PC,1 , pink is the crossover region where two phases coexist, and
green is the predicted P 2221 phase above PC,2 . Frequency versus pressure for the (b) infrared- and
(d) Raman-active modes. Gray vertical lines represent transition regions.

coincidentally moving into our experimental frequency range. There are several signatures
of the 5 GPa transition. For instance, the lowest frequency infrared-active mode shows a
discontinuity and slope change along with symmetry breaking evidenced by the appearance
of new peaks at 135 and 145 cm−1 . The 100 cm−1 Raman-active mode also displays a
cusp-like frequency shift through PC,2 . The highly collective nature of these modes makes it
challenging to correlate specific displacement patterns to the symmetry breaking. That these
features change through PC,2 is, however, consistent with an overall symmetry reduction to
P 2221 at high pressure.
Phase coexistence between 3.5 and 6.5 GPa
The higher pressure transition discussed in the main text takes place over a broad pressure
region (3.5 to 6.5 GPa). Within this range there is a gradual crossover to a new structure.
This can be seen, for instance, in the behavior of the out-of-plane bending mode of pyrazine
shown in Fig. S3. Only one peak is observed below PC,2 . As pressure is applied a new mode
at slightly higher frequency begins to gain intensity. At 5.66 GPa, the two branches have
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FIG. S3: Close-up view of the infrared-active pyrazine

pressures displaying the coexistence of phases between
about 3.5 and 6.5 GPa. Line colors correspond to differ-
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similar intensities, indicating that half of the material is in the low pressure structure and
the other half is in the new, high pressure phase. Above this pressure, the lower frequency
peak diminishes until the structural transition is complete around 6.5 GPa and only the high
frequency mode remains.

Computational details, high pressure structure, and magnetic properties
Calculations of phase stability were performed with spin-polarized density functional theory
with the generalized gradient approximation treatment for the exchange-correlation functional [S3] using the projector augmented wave method [S4] as implemented in the Vienna
ab initio simulation package [S5]. A plane wave energy cutoff of 520 eV and Monkhorst-Pack
k point meshes [S6] of (4×4×3) were adopted. The convergence threshold for total energy
was set at 10−4 eV. Calculations were carried out for a unit cell containing two copper centers. The geometric structures were relaxed using the conjugated gradient method without
any symmetry constraints until the Hellman-Feynman force on each atom was smaller than
0.01 eV/Å. Grimme’s method was used for van der Waals interaction corrections [S7].
As discussed in the main text, our spectral analysis suggests that the high pressure phase
of copper pyrazine dinitrate should adopt the P 2221 space group. We therefore wanted to
carry out calculations to verify this supposition. There is, however, no way to thoroughly
predict an unknown structure, so various possibilities were tested. In our set of calculations,
the ambient P mna structure was artificially perturbed resulting in structures with different space groups (e.g. P nc2 and P 2221 ). These perturbations cover the two most likely
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possibilities. We then applied density functional theory along with structural optimization
calculations at different pressures to see how these candidates respond. If after structural
optimization a structure went back to P mna, it was considered to be unstable. On the other
hand, if a structure went to a space group other than P mna, then it is a local energy minimum. We find that only the P 2221 structure is a local minima, while all other candidates
revert to the P mna phase. The energy and volume for the P mna and P 2221 phases were
calculated at various pressures up to 10 GPa (Fig. 3, main text).
We also calculated the magnetic properties of the anticipated high pressure (P 2221 ) phase
of copper pyrazine dinitrate using spin-polarized density functional theory. The inter-chain
magnetic coupling is computed by taking the energy difference of ferromagnetic (E1,F M ) and
antiferromagnetic (E1,AF M ) states of the simulating supercell described above. According
to the Ising model, E1,F M = −2JS 2 and E2,AF M = 2JS 2 . Here, the factor 2 indicates two
couplings within one supercell. Hence, J = (E1,F M - E1,AF M )/4S 2 . In order to calculate the
intra-chain coupling, we double the simulating supercell along its z direction, and calculate
the E2,F M and E2,AF M , and the coupling is J = (E2,F M − E2,AF M )/4S 2 . We find that
each copper center carries ≈1 µB magnetic moment and favors a collinear antiferromagnetic
arrangement. However, the magnetism around Cu is not highly localized. The out-of-phase
spin density pattern characteristic of antiferromagnetism is shown in Fig. 3(a) in the main
text, which shows that the NO3 ligands are also spin polarized by the Cu. We also included
spin-orbital coupling to examine possible magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the copper atoms.
A very low value was obtained (less than 0.3 meV).
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